The paper presents the methodic for analytical determining of stress-strain state of a beam partially supported on elastic foundation at sudden damage of foundation structure (partial failure). Bending equation for a beam is written using dimensional parameter and solved with the initial parameters method. Such approach allows to obtain dimensional analytical solution to static and dynamic problems for universal boundary conditions of a beam since it always leads to equations' system of second order. Using numerical analysis for various values of generalized stiffness parameter of a system "beamfoundation", we established affecting of the length of failure foundation part to stress-strain state of the beam for two supporting variants: partial supporting and supporting by two ends with foundation failure in the middle part of the beam. 1 Российская академия архитектуры и строительных наук, г. Москва, РОССИЯ 2 Орловский государственный университет имени И.С. Тургенева, г. Орел, РОССИЯ 3 Юго-западный Государственный университет, г. Курск, РОССИЯ 4 Главгосэкспертиза России, г. Москва, РОССИЯ Аннотация: Приведена методика аналитического определения усилий напряженно деформированного состояния балки частично опертой на упругое основание при внезапном дефекте основания -частичного ее разрушения. Уравнение изгиба балки записаны в безразмерных координатах и решены методов начальных параметров это позволяет получать безразмерные аналитические решения статических и динамических задач универсальными по отношению к условиям закрепления балки, поскольку всегда приводит к системе уравнений второго порядка. Численным анализам для различных значений параметра обобщенной жесткости системы «балка-основание» установлено влияние длинны утраченной части основания на напряженно деформированное состояние балки при двух вариантах опирания на упругое основание: частичное опирание и опирание по двухопорной схеме с разрушением основания в средней части пролета. Ключевые слова: система «балка-основание», аварийное воздействие, внезапный дефект основания, усилия, перемещения
INTRODUCTION
Traditional approach for solving the problem of static and dynamic flexure of a beam supported on elastic foundation with discrete changes of geometric and (or) mechanical characteristics of this beam and (or) foundation along it length is representation of a system "beam -foundation" as series of rod sections supported on elastic foundation in the boundaries of which proper-145 ties of the beam and foundation change it values continuously or constant [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . At the same time, it leads to solving of Cauchy problem for system of ordinary differential equations with variables parameters. Besides boundary conditions, solving of these equations requires accepting continuity conditions for coefficients in the discontinuity points of the first order (conjunction of sections). For many sections, such approach is laborious since it leads to a large number N of equations for determining of integration constants (
4, Nn 
where n is sections' number). In this case, the initial parameters' method (IPM) becomes effective [7] [8] [9] [10] . The method allows to obtain dimension less analytical solutions to static and dynamic problems. These solutions are universal for different types of boundary conditions and number of sections since it always leads to equations' system of second order. It is conveniently to apply the IPM procedure in addition with state vectors for an arbitrary cross section of a beam and matrixes of initial cross section affecting to arbitrary cross section [6, 8, 9, [11] [12] [13] [14] . This paper presents the first part of investigation of dynamic interaction of a continuous footing with foundation under it. The continuous footing is simulated as an elastic flexible Bernoulli-Euler beam of finite length and elastic foundation under it. Despite a large number of literature to problems linked with rod systems supported on different types of foundation, there is not advanced analysis of the case, when statically loaded system during operation loss it foundation or its part. In according to Structural Mechanics, constructively nonlinear system appears un this case. This process causes appearing of additional dynamic forces in the system. While not all accidental impacts are classified and reactions of structural elements are not investigated enough. Since, the present study is actual, theoretically interesting and practically significant. The first part of the problem for constructing and investigating of the mathematic models of dynamic transmitting processes into loaded beam at sudden foundation damage (partial fail-ure) is analysis of stress-strain state of loaded beam at quasi-static failure of the supporting foundation part. The case of entire foundation failure is not considered because it deletes the subject of investigation. Solutions to static problems are used further to formulate initial conditions for dynamic problems and for comparison of stress-strain state before and after appearing of a damage.
MATHEMATIC MODEL

Cantilever beam partially supported on Winkler foundation.
Beam of l length, of cross section area А and axial inertia moment I, made of material of ρdensity and with elasticity modulus E supports partially on elastic Winkler foundation of k stiffness (Figure 1 continuity condition for solution to this problem means that state of the end cross section of previous section is the initial for the next one. Let us introduce dimensionless coordinates and parameters generalized stiffness parameter of a system "beam -foundation". Consider the successive bending of each section.
Bending of the first section
. Solution to bending equation 
takes the form [6, 12, 13] 
is Krylov function [7, 14] :
, , 4 cos sin
State of an arbitrary cross section of the first segment of the beam can be expressed by matrix equation    , 
vector of initial parameters of the first section; force vector for the second segment.
Conjunction condition for segments.
Conjunction condition of segments can be expressed in matrix form as equality of vectors
since the matrix
is singular, and vector
Substituting (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.5), we obtain expression of initial parameters for the second segment through initial parameters of the first segment    .
affecting matrix of initial parameters for the first segment to state of an arbitrary cross section 2  of the second segment;
vector of additional loads for the second segment.
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Thus, state of both segments of the beam is expressed through initial parameters of the first segment. Two parameters are known in advance from condition for the left end of the beam   1 0.
 
The next two unknown parameters can be determined from conditions at the right end of the beam for 2 1.
 
Determination of unknown initial parameters.
Let us write matrix equation (2.8) 
In order to further construction, it is need to take in account restraints at the ends of the beam. Then boundary conditions take the form In order to further construction, it is need to take in account restraints at the ends of the beam. Then boundary conditions take the form
From the first two conditions (2.10), it follows 0 10 10
From the second group of conditions (2.10) using equation (2.9), we obtain parameters 10 w and 10 w , as solutions to the system of algebraic . Increasing (decreasing) of th is parameter can be linked with increasing (decreasing) of foundation stiffness k1 (for constant flexural stiffness of a beam), whether decreasing (increasing) of flexural stiffness EI of a beam (for constant foundation stiffness).
Partially supported beam with two supporting segments.
Formulation and solution to the problem.
Here we formulate similar problem for the beam, foundation and load as it was above. The difference is that the internal part of the beam does not support on foundation (Figure 3.1) . We consider the beam as a composite structure. 
and for the second segment   
Using conjunction conditions for segments: first and second    .
And second with third    .
We express initial parameters of the second and third segments through the initial parameters of the first segment    ,
Substituting (3.4) and (3.5) to formulas (3.2) and (3.3) respectively, we obtain expression for state vector of all segments through the initial parameters of the first segment (two parameters are known: 0 1   3  1  2  1  2  3  1   1  1  2  1  2  3  1   10  1  1  2  1  2  3  1  3 
Further, using matrix representation of state vectors for three segments (3.1), (3.6), (3.7), boundary conditions
And extended form of the equation (3.7) (similar to equation (2.9)), we obtain, satisfying to the second condition pair (3.8), system of equations for determining initial parameters 10 w and 10 w : 0   4   0   4   2  3  4  4  4  2  4   3  3  3  2  1  2  2  2  2  2  1  1  1  2  3   4   2  2  4  4  4  2  3   3  3  3  2  4  2  2  2  2  1  1  1  1 
Further, we determine deflection for segments 4   3  4  4  3  1  3  3  2  2  3  3  1  3  4   4  3  1  3  3  2  2  3  3  1  3  4   4  3  1  3  3  2  2  3  3  1  3  4  3  3   4 1  
Numerical results.
Using Maple, we provide calculations of dimension less deflections   Increasing (decreasing) of parameter  value for given length of the beam may be reached, for example, at increasing (decreasing) of foundation stiffness k (for constant beam stiffness EI), whether with decreasing (increasing) of flexural stiffness of a beam EI (for constant foundation stiffness k). In order to compare, Figure 3 .4 presents diagrams of deflections in relation with damage length  for different values of system stiffness  . In order to compare, Figure 3 .5 presents diagrams of deflection for attribute of generalized system stiffness for different values of damage length . Figure 3 .8,b is plotted in tension zones).
CONCLUSIONS
Suggested mathematic deformation model for beam partially supported on elastic foundation is constructed using the initial parameters' method and allows to obtain dimensionless analytical solution to quasi-static universal problems for different variant of boundary conditions at sudden appearing of foundation damage (partial foundation failure).
